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ABSTRACT
The positive interactions between the purchasers and frontline employees help them
in reworking with the skeptical folks into robust and committed complete followers or
customers. The solution lies in the activity and standard of services provided at the
instant of discussion that is one of the precise moments, once your employee interacts
with a client. This paper relies on the study by personal interview and survey of the
purchasers (respondents), dispensed in and around the malls, housing organized
retailers of food product, apparels, fast-paced trade goods and durable goods in
capital region of Odisha. This survey brings out on however {the clients |the purchasers
|the shoppers} approach the distributor for getting customer service, while
experiencing the role of technology usage in client services etc. However, typically
the retailers are able to meet the expectations of the purchasers.
Key Words: Technology, Waiting time of customers, Customer expectations, Customer
service, Customer’s Perception, Retail, CRM.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years corporations with far
away network of frontline sales staff,
operating in these sectors such as banks,
retailers, airlines and telecommunication
suppliers have devoted slew of cash and
energy to retain their current customers.

But historically loyalty programmes, client
relationship management (CRM),
technology and normally service quality
enhancements come short of increasing the
breadth and depth of client relationships.
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Translating the ensuing loyalty into
higher sales including healthier bottom line
is an important functionality of CRM
software’s. Therefore it is required to find
a way to produce a spark between the
client and frontline staff. So that it helps
remodel skeptical individuals into robust
and committed followers. The solution lies
in estimating the standards of service at
the “moment of truth” i.e. the precise
moment once your staff interacts with a
client from United Nations agency, if he
has lost a Master Card, complained
concerning off flight, discontented along
with your service or product.
Recession had placed brakes on the
expansion of organized selling. When
certain time bound shoots of economic
recovery. Introductory measures are taken
by GOI and RBI; it has ensured the growth
of organized retail, due to demand and
supply optimality. At the geographical point
of the organized retail “The client
Satisfaction” points towards the growth
of footfalls taking place in the Retail Outlet.
“Retailers understand that the glad
customer square foot print left for other
win-win scenarios to follow, measures
loyal customers compatibility.
Consequently, retailers should develop
methods meant to make relationships that
lead to customers returning for repeat
purchases”. All the retailers square
measures that their survival depends on
what number of footfalls square measures
reborn into tickets and the way many

shoppers square measure progressing to
offer them the repeat business. Client goes
to be the motive force of the expansion
within the retail sector. Volumes are one in
all the key factors for the success of
organized retail and these are derived from
the shoppers.
Survey: Factors Influencing Customer
Satisfaction in Organised Retail
A survey by the author of this Paper:
A survey has been allotted in social
media networking sites (Facebook and
LinkedIn members in Bhubaneswar) and
also with the respondents in and around
the malls of Bhubaneswar, by the author
of this paper.
Total sample size was 350. 160 folks
interviewed were residents of Cuttack,
166 from Bhubaneswar and 24 were from
other cities. 204 interviewed were male
and 146 were feminine. 240 were married
and 110 respondents were unmarried.
Twenty one respondents were PhD, 109
were post graduate, 193 were graduates,
twenty four were twelfth pass and three
were beneath twelfth category.
Annual incomes of the respondents
were:
1. 51 earning more than 10 lakh,
2. 99 respondents earning 5 lakh to 10 lakh,
3. 90 respondents earning 3 lakh to 5 lakh,
4. 80 respondents earning 1.5 lakh to 3 lakh
5. 30 respondents earning 75 thousand to
1.5 lakh
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Table A:
Income Level Vs Perception
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

75000-1005000

30

4.00

.000

1005000-300000

80

4.75

.921

300000-500000

90

7.57

.780

500000-1000000

99

11.39

1.894

>1000000

51

17.35

1.730

Total

350

9.13

4.518

F

Sig.

900.783 .000

Income levels are also having a significant impact on the perception of the customer.

Factors influencing customer satisfaction
and their subdivision:
CLIENT SERVICE
• Client service is provision of service
to the shoppers. “Customer service
is series of activities designed to
reinforce the amount of client
satisfaction.
• Retail stores typically have a table
or counter dedicated to addressing
returns, exchanges and complaints
or can perform connected functions
at the purpose of sale; the perceived

•

success of such interactions being
enthusiastic about workers, “ WHO
will comply with the temperament
of the customer” .
Client service plays a crucial role in
associate organisation’s ability to get
financial gain and revenue. From
that perspective, client service ought
to be enclosed as a part of
associates overall systematic
improvement. A client service
expertise will do amendment of the
whole perception the client.
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Survey Inference: How Do Clients/Customers Seek Client/Customer Service

Q1. How Do Customers Seek Customer Service?
In this question customers were asked that when they require the customer service how
do they go about acquiring the assistance from the retailer?
Table B:
Mode of Assistance/Service Vs. Perception
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

retailer

135

4.89

1.077

store

80

8.20

.403

company/store website

50

10.52

.580

letter

35

13.77

.877

sms

23

16.00

.000

email

20

17.75

.550

search net

7

21.00

.000

Total

350

9.13

4.518

F

Sig

1823.214

.000

Inference 1: There is a significant impact of various modes used or available to the
customer on the Perception of the customer for using it.
• 39% said they would call the retailer,
• 10% said would write a letter,
• 22.9% shall personally visit the store, • 5.7% said would send sms and 5.7 %
• 14.3% said shall browse company/
would send email.
store website,
• Live chat and tapping blog 0%.
• 2.1% would search net.
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Q2 - Increase Use of Technology Has Increased the Customer Service Significantly ,
Customers were asked if the increased use of technology has improved the customer
service significantly like emails, on line help desks.
Table C :

strongly agree
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Use Of Technology Vs Perception
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
F
84
4.10
.295
179
8.23
1.646
27
13.19
.557
1011.424
52
16.42
1.073
8
20.75
.707
350
9.13
4.518

Inference 2: There is a significant impact
of Usage of technology on the Perception
towards customer satisfaction towards
improved services as concluded from the
F test value and significance value.
• 24.4 % strongly agree,
• 51.1% agree,
• 7.6% undecided,

Sig.

.000

• 14.5% disagree and
• 2.3% strongly disagree that the
technology as improved the quality and
response time of the service provider.
• Overwhelming 75.6% strongly agree
and agree that technology has improved
customer service significantly.

Q3 - How Often Do Retailers Meet Your Expectations, Customers were asked how
often retailers meet their expectations.
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Table D:
Retailers Expectation Vs Perception
N

Mean

always

76

4.00

.000

frequently

123

7.06

1.058

sometimes

84

10.76

1.385

rarely

46

15.61

.906

never

21

19.05

1.431

Total

350

9.13

4.518

Inference 3: There is a significant impact
of Retailers Expectation on customer
perception regarding satisfaction as
conclude from the F Test Value and
Significance Value.

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

1557.403

.000

• 22% said always,
• 35% said frequently,
• 24% sometimes,
• 13 % rarely and
• 6% said never.

Q4 - What Do You Do When You Have a Bad Shopping Experience: Shoppers were
asked how they respond to a bad shopping experience or when retailer fails to meet
their expectations.
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Table E:
Bad Shopping Experience Vs Perception
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

125

4.72

.930

quit doing business with 116
that score

8.50

.937

undecided

109

14.84

2.852

Total

350

9.13

4.518

formal complaint

F

Sig.

963.815

.000

Inference 4: As observed from the F value
and Significance value, it is inferred that
there is a significant impact of Bad
shopping experience and customer
reaction on perception of customer
towards the retailers.

• 36% responded that they would send
formal complaint,
• 33% percent would quit doing business
with that store and
• 31% were undecided.

Conclusion
The Author concluded that, the happiness
or satisfaction index of customers is
increasing, as retail industry is becoming
better organized, by facilitating best in class
services to its customers.

The technology evolution and rise in income
is also helping the Industry to meet the
Customers Expectations.
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